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Topic: Issues related to Direct & Indirect farm subsidies ; PDS –
objectives,functioning,limitations ,revamping;
Q) Many arm chair experts believe that cash transfers is the magic bullet to solve poverty
problem in India. Explore the deficiencies in this approach. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Poverty in India is of primary concern for policy makers since Independence,
backward and tribals have a major share in Indian poverty. Every new government
comes with its agenda of elimination of poverty, and it seems very little has been
achieved its in actual achievement. Many governments have introduced various
schemes for poverty reduction such as PDS, subsides on basic amenities,
employment guarantee for poor for certain fixed period and many other similar
schemes.
Direct cash transfer is the latest buzz in poverty elimination under Pradhan Mantri
Jan Dhan Yojana and a highly debatable topic, in which government can directly
credit cash into poor's account so that they may be empowered and can purchase
amenities according to their need. One very visible benefit of this scheme is that it
will avoid leakages in various other schemes and give money directly into the needy
hand. However this approach as per contemporary situation in India is full of
deficiencies.
1. Giving money into poor's hand without developing their essential skills is not
going to change their state, they will keep taking the money and spending it without
raising their standard.
2. Lack of proper education and guidance can make them spend their money in
wrong ways as illiterate is not fully aware of the vices of alcohol and gambling.
3. Lack of infra such as proper market, health facilities and schools do not let them
spend their money on them even if they wish so.
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4. Lack of banking facilities will make them either devoid of this direct transfer
facility of they have to travel far from their place to access them which again
consume time and money.
Direct cash transfer is going to be efficient only if government invest in providing
the basic necessities such as food, water, shelter, basic health and education so that
real development can be brought about which eventually leads to poverty
elimination.

Topic: changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial growth.
Q) Contrary to popular perception, it is now said that the stupendous growth of India’s
pharma and information technology sectors is because of the active but largely invisible
hand of the Indian state. Critically examine. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
Development of any sector of economy be it IT,defense,agro based requires multiple
set of factors operating simultaneously towards a envisioned goal.Some processes
such as physical setup is more visible whereas others such as human resource
development,allied research work which could be used in future project is largely
invisible.
Indian IT as well as pharma sector is also culmination of several factors where the
real mettle being provided by state.
IT sector
1)institutional setup- IITs,IIMs provided engineering intellgentia as well as helped in
indigenisation of technology
2) growth pole and growth centre- here it was envisioned in form of computerization
of railways and banks,which adopted state of art technology such as unix
system(new at that time) it not only generated ready pool of manpower but also
provided an extra edge of new technology knowhow.
pharma sector
1)seedlings of reverse engineering in the form of(a)patent act 1960
(b)FERA 1973
(c)Drug policy of 1978
These encouraged domestic investors to invest in pharma sectors, assured of market
and unequal competitions from MNCs lead to lead to huge investment in reverse
engineering as in associated infrastructure.
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Besides, these there had been active diplomacy of state to secure both sectors such as
intellectual property rights issue, generic quality issue, visa issue such as H1 b visa
directly impacting IT sector.
Nevertheless, stagnant resource base had started smelling foul, thus the role of
liberlalization,privatization, globalization has definite role in enhancing the already
made capabilities of respective sectors in the form of state of art technical
import,much needed FDI's as well huge international markets .Thus the process
made sectors more competitive,efficient as well more economically viable.

Topic: money-laundering and its prevention
Q) In your opinion, why does black money thrive in Indian economy? Explain the nature
of black money that is circulated in India and examine if encouraging more and more
cashless transactions will be effective in curbing its growth and circulation. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
Black money is defined as the income which is not disclosed to government for
taxation purposes.According to various reports huge amount of black money is
supposed to be in circulation or in reserves in India.
Reasons for this includes:1)Taxation system-high tax rates,tax slabs not changing in accordance to
inflation.Additionally weak enforcement of this system further complicates the
matter.
2)High corruption(including collusive corruption),license raj.
3)Large size of informal sector having no regulation.monitoring by the government
4)Availability of tax heavens where people can park their extra money via
transfering their money via laundering,hawala etc.
5)high stamp duty in real estate sector.
6)Opaque political funding to political parties and no cap for them in spending.
Black money is usually kept in cash or is invested in gold,real
estate,hotels,educational institutions etc.It is being excessively used in elections
along with funding to parties by corporates.It is also spent on luxury items and to
fulfill people's greed.All this 'glory' increases the greed of the public and motivates
to have more money which inturn results in a vicious cycle of black money.
Opting for cashless transactions can be one of the measures to curb black money and
its circulation as with its inception money can be monitored and its source of origin
can be traced.But solely this step can't do it for all as cent percent cashless
transactions are not economically viable.Therefore this can be substantiated with
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other reforms like GST,GAAR,plugging gaps/loopholes in the current taxation
system along with better coordination at the global platform to curb black money.

Topic: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning; Inclusive growth and issues
arising from it
Q)What do you understand by Gross National Happiness (GNH) index? Examine
the qualitative and quantitative indicators adopted to measure this index. Also
examine why India‟s rank in GNH index is low compared to some of its neighbours.
(200 Words)
Main Article:indiatoday.intoday.in/story/global-happiness-index-most-happycountries-india-bangladesh-pakistan/1/309313.html
Article 2:www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/bhutan-pm-steals-thelimelight/article6778855.ece
GNH is a holistic and sustainable approach to development which balances between
material and non-material values with the conviction that humans want to search for
happiness.
Gross National Happiness (GNH) is a global indicator of progress, which measures
both sustainable economy and social development, while protecting the
environment and culture. In Bhutan, where GNH originated, it is based on four
pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustainable Socio-Economic Development
Cultural Preservation
Environmental Conservation
Good Governance

The four pillars have been classified into nine domains in order to create widespread
understanding of GNH and to reflect the holistic range of GNH values. The nine
domains are: psychological wellbeing, health, education, time use, cultural diversity
and resilience, good governance, community vitality, ecological diversity and
resilience, and living standards.
It is a step ahead from Graphs and trends of economies which is often argued does
not translate to real life wellbeing. Such approach which was later adopted at the
global level, however very a few countries only have shown courage to emulate it.
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The metric measure comprises both Qualitative and quantitative indicators such as
Physical, environment, political, Economic, mental, social wellness etc. Indirect
survey to measure joblessness claims are also measured.
UNGA World Happiness Report which ranks the countries according to similar
parameters ranked Denmark as happiest country to live while India performing at
111 rank even below Pakistan and Bangladesh.
Various Factors are responsible for India‟s lagging in the same are:
a) Physical Wellness and Health for which government entrusted on Schemes like
RSBY and JananiSurakshaYojana have impacted little.And given incidents like death
due to Sterilization in Chhattisgarh and Vision loss due to cataract operation in
Gurdaspur, Punjab weakens the trust toward the Government intents and
machinery.
b) Environmental Wellness: Although government is committed for development
but its priorities like ordinance for the Land Acquisition Bill which exemptsthe
Social Impact Assessment cast doubt on intents of the government to protect the
environment.
c) Social and Mental Wellness: Mental peace is often intrigued by helplessness of
Police forces and law and order machinery. While social rights are still not reached
till the last men in the queue and human rights are violated, it does not paint a good
democratic picture.
d) Political and Economic Wellness: Political wellness in various areas where
AFSPA has been in force for two decades curbing of Fundamental rights is
worrisome. After seven decades of Independence the Indian economy does not
represent the marginal sections of the society and they live in abject poverty and
development has not been inclusive.
Due to above factors India‟s ranking is poor then various countries which are
quarter of India's GDP or, even some countries GDP is even less then top-honchos of
India.It shows that government which was entrusted for redistribution of resources
for equity in economic development has not been observed.
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Topic: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation,
environmental impact and assessment
Q) Critically discuss with suitable examples the need for developing sustainable tourism
criteria in the country in the light of increasing pollution of ecologically sensitive regions
due to tourist and cultural activities. (200 Words)

Main Article:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/a-festivaladds-to-the-woes-of-sagar/article6782346.ece
Ans:
Religious pilgrimagesalso commonly referred to as „Faith Tourism‟, whereby people
of a faith travel individually or in groups for pilgrimage. The offshoot of this kind of
tourism is the depletion and degradation of the ecological sensitive area which are
trampled upon by the large influx of people to these areas.
Some notable example faith tourisms causing damage to the ecology are:
1. Uttarakhand Deluge: Due to large influx of tourists, there was unregulated
construction in eco-sensitive fragile region. This aggravated damage during the
cloud burst much more than what should have been.
2. MahakumbhMela: The largest human gathering in the world in the Ganga River
causes peak levels of pollution in the river and causes huge damage to river health.
3. The Pamba River:The main source of drinking water to central Kerala in the
pristine Western Ghats, ittakes the brunt of an annual pilgrimage to Lord Ayyappa‟s
Temple with huge anthropogenic pressure.
4. SorimuthuAyyanar Festival: In Tamilnadu, thousands of devotees stay in core
areas of Kalakkadu-Mundanthurai Tiger reserve for a week and severely pollute the
forests and Thamirabharani River.
5. GangasagarMela: In Sunderbans in West Bengal lakhs of devotees assemble in
Sagar Island and due to lack of sustainable tourism criteria, severe environmental
pollution is followed.
Degradation is not only caused by faith tourism but leisurely tourist visits too like in:




Dal Lake and Sonamarg in Kashmir Valley
Panchmarchi in Satpuras
Areas in Western Ghats like Mahabaleshwar and Panchgani.
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Sustainable tourism is defined as the environmentally and socially responsible
tourism that leaves zero or minimal negative impact on environment and the local
communities. Ministry of tourism had created a draft policy on 'Sustainable Tourism
Criteria 2011' on the lines of Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria. But the draft policy
did not materialize further.
Festivals and tourism that affect environment cannot be stopped totally because they
are of cultural and religious significance to the people as well as contribute to
economicimprovement of the local community.
So what can be done is that government should scientifically regulate the
environmental degradation caused by tourism through sustainable tourism criteria.

1. Regulation:Independent research teamshave examined the area and suggested
that global sustainable tourism criteria be implemented by the local authorities and
scientific regulation should be followed.Fixing tourist numbers,vehicles as well as
timings according to the requirements of place like Tiger Reserves are prerequisites.
2. Reduction:Research team studied the environmental impact and suggested that
the festival be restricted to 1 or 2 days and to provide with bio-toilets for devotees
and slaughter houses for animal sacrifices.
3. Integration:Lodging, Foodingas well as guide facilities provided by local people
will help avoiding rampant construction as well as developing rural masses. This
tech has been successful in Western Ghats.
4. Adoption: To eco-friendly technologies such jute bags,solar certified hotels,electric
cremation,chemical free idols are necessary.
5. Awareness: Educating local population and tourist. Locals can be the real
guardians and help a lot in adhering to implementation of set standards.
Until and unless we come up with sustainable tourism criteria our pristine and
ecologically sensitive area will continue to suffer. There will be no use of revenue
from tourism if it results in pollution of pristine environment. So protection should
be the priority.
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Topic: issues of buffer stocks and food security
Q) Recently the government approved raising the quarterly buffer stock and strategic
reserve limits of Food Corporation of India (FCI) for both wheat and rice, for the first time
since 2005. Examine the reasons and its implications. (150 Words)

Main Article:http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/govtokays-change-in-buffer-limit-for-foodgrain-115011601310_1.html
Ans:
Being home to more than 190 million hungry people, public stock holding is major
source to ensure food security.Recently the government approved raising the buffer
stock and strategic reserve limits of FCI for both wheat and rice. It could betriggered
by following reasons:
a) Hunger:High prevalence of low nutrition and hunger has led to the steps in this
direction.
b) Raise buffer stock limit:Our buffer stock is way higher then stipulated norms. As
we can't export and sell in open market, FCI is said to be violating norms. To avoid
violation, raising reserve limits will be a quick-fix to problem.
c) Avoid Shortage:Because of low rainfall, Rabi harvest is likely to be low. To avoid
any shortage of food for PDS, government wanted to procure grains beforehand.
d) Food Security Target:To implement National Food Security Act, 2013, we need a
huge quantity of grains and cereals to feed 66 percent of population.
e) Inflation targeting: High food inflation has lowered the purchasing capacity of
poor. By diverting these stocks to open market, we can bring retail inflation (CPI)
down which is key measure to our monetary policy.
However there are certain implications in holding huge reserves:
a) Costs: It will enable government to meet commitments under Food Security
Act.However as FCI storage capacity is limited, there will be huge carrying costs. It
might result in bad quality of grains and pilferage.
b) Market Regulation: Hoarding by vested interest groups can be controlled.More
numbers of farmer would now be able sell their produce to FCI when market prices
fall below MSP. This might result into market price regulation of food grain.
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c) Incentive: It will incentivize farmer to take a risk to produce more as in our
country agriculture is largely rain-fed. It will bring prosperity to agrarian
community.
d) Burden and Wastage: This move will necessarily increase food subsidy burden on
government and might lead to rotting & wastage of large food grains in absence of
proper storage
We need to diversify our food production base, develop food processing industry
and open our agriculture sector to markets to transform farmer‟s lives. We can't
tackle poverty, inflation, underdeveloped agricultural market with less-optimal tools
like APMC, MSP, loan waivers etc.
But surely this is most essential step towards attaining food security in country with
such huge population.

Topic: environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact
assessment; changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial
growth.
Q) The latest proposed amendments to different environment and pollution related laws
to ensure ‘ease of doing business’ for industries have given rise to concerns especially
among environmentalists. Critically examine why. (200 Words)

Main Article:http://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/govt-pushesto-ease-industrial-pollution-norms-and-inspections-115011301072_1.html
Ans:
In India entrepreneurs have repeatedly complained regarding red tape and maze of
licenses required for establishing and running an industry. To enhance investor
confidence and hence boost industrial growth Government is trying to improve the
"ease of doing business".
Existing environment and pollution law which was protested by industries are the
"consent to establish" and bureaucratic red tape.
The government has proposed modifications to the existing laws as:
1. Self-Regulation and Checking:Doing away with certification and implement selfcertification to curb Inspector raj.Random scrutiny, inspections and audits by a third
party and Increased penalties for violation of norms have been introduced.
2. Uniformity:It will bring uniformity to state laws, as some states require
certification, and some don‟t leading to complexities and this will reduce corruption.
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So, even though cutting down on bureaucratic red tape is the need for the hour,
transparent third party audits and procedures can minimize the risk of flouting of
norms which ensuring faster developmental efforts.Opposition from
environmentalists is on the ground that:
1. Abuse of Law:Greater stress is on self-certification and self-regulation will lead
industries provide false information. In a highly competitive environment industries
will abuse the law to achieve minimum cost as verifying information regarding
numerous industries will be challenging.
2. Curbing CTE:Mandatory CTE Certificates (Consent to Establish) from SPCB has
now been delinked with electricity connection. This move makes CTE certificate
redundant as CTE was used to ensure that site of industry is safe.
3. Third Party Problems:"Third party audits and inspections" to replace industrial
inspection activities of SPSB authorities. Industries with their money power can
more easily manipulate such third party audit and inspection agencies in
comparison to state authorities.
4. Relaxations:Relaxing the frequency with which such industrial audits &
inspections are conducted. This practice will encourage industries to adopt a
lackadaisical approach to environment.
Resorting to such relaxations in environmental laws to boost industrial growth will
only damage environment, which also goes against our constitutional mandate. The
principle of sustainable environment and threat posed by climate change should be
kept in mind while drafting or relaxing any environmental or pollution related law.
Need of hour is to balance industrial growth with safe environment.

Topic: Land Reforms in India; Inclusive growth and issues arising from it
Q) The amendments introduced through ordinance in LARR act, 2013 have resulted in
the making the law spineless and purely of ornamental value. Critically Analyze. (200
Words)

Main Article:http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/when-amendmentamounts-to-nullification/article6789569.ece?homepage=true
Ans:
The LARR Act 2013 was enacted to improve upon the ambiguity and arbitrariness of
the colonial Land Acquisition Act of 1894. Some of its salient features are the
insertion of mandatory Social Impact Assessment (SIA), fair compensation, relief and
rehabilitation for affected persons, prosecution for Head of Department (HOD) for
ambiguities.
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View 1:LAAR Act 2013 was agame-changer with respect to the 1894 Land
acquisition Act. It hadmany progressive which have now been diluted for the sake
ofswiftness in land acquisition.
View 2:But unfortunately, the Act turned out to be more complex and nonviable due
to holdouts by affected families demanding more compensation, lack of proper land
records, environment activism, infrastructure bottlenecks and failure in government
machinery.This led to the Land Ordinance 2014 under which:
They are as follows:
1. Consent Clause Dilution:The act of 2013 required a mandatory minimum consent
of 70%-80% of public affected in case of PPP and Private project respectively. Now
acquisitionunder Defense, Rural infrastructure and electrification, Social
infrastructure, Industrial corridors, Housing for poor do not need the 70-80 percent
consent and SIA. This broad category almost gives way for all kinds of projects
where NGOs and private companies can acquire land in the name of public purpose.
1. Dilution of SIA Clause:Social impact assessment which analyses how the lives of
the locals might be affected by the project is implemented. Without a rigorous SIA
for the above and government owned land, it would be difficult to mitigate the
social effects of the project. While it may be done to bypass bureaucratic lethargy it
will be more difficult for people to get solid evidence if that project has any serious
ill-effects on their lives.
It will also lead to low compensation for artisans, laborers, traders whose livelihood
will be lost.
3. Exclusion of Project Head:The HOD is given immunity from prosecution without
prior sanction of the governmentfor any mischief.Immunity clause while ensuring
quick redressing of problems will encourage more corruption and mischief.
4. Private entity:Private “entities” can acquire land now with companies. It means
private companies, NGOs, trusts, foundations, charity bodies etc. too can acquire
land for “public purpose”. This leads to a loophole that can be taken advantages of
by private players to avoid the clauses.
With this ordinance, the “significance” of the LARR Act seems to have been lost due
to hasty decisions and few clauses have been diluted and gave way to loopholes
leading to its analysis becoming a mere wordplay. Though this could have been a
welcome move for development industries, the nature in which it has been
implemented robes away the ideals of inclusive growth.
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Sources:http://mrunal.org/2015/01/polity-land-ordinance-features-criticism-landacquisition.html

Topic: Indian Economy and issues relating to growth, development
Q) Enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of decreasing Brent crude price
for India. Also examine why the prices of petroleum and diesel in India have not
been reduced proportionately to that of reduced global crude prices. (200 Words)
Business Standard
Ans:
Price of Crude oil has been a key indicator for India's economic growth and
development. The softened price of crude oil is having the following impact on
India.
Advantages:1.Increased production.
2.Increased export competitiveness due decreased prices.
3.Preservation of hard earned FOREX reserve and decreases current account deficit.
4.Maintains stability of Rupee with respect to dollar.
5.Cheaper transportation.
6.Increase purchasing power parity of people.
7.Reduce government borrowings and hence improve market sentiments by
improved rating due to decreased debt.
Disadvantages:1.May spur inflation.
2.Only temporary phenomenon hence is a double edged sword.
3.Decrease returns to oil refining companies.
4.Discourage investment in refining sectors.
The proportional mismatch in international and national decrease of prices is due to
1. help oil companies to improve their balance sheets.
2.To help other fuel related sectors like kerosene , LPG etc which is still highly
subsidized.
Any policy decreasing prices of petrol and diesel should be defined cautiously by
considering long term gains associated with it. It should be able to meet macro
economic objectives without compromising market sentiments.
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Topic: Linkages between development and spread of extremism; Also Paper – 2
: powers, functions and responsibilities of various Constitutional Bodies.
Q) One of the major threats by Maoists to India is to prevent or severely disrupt the
holding of elections in affected regions. What threats do they pose? How has the Election
Commission overcome these threats to conduct free and fair elections in naxal affected
regions? Critically analyse. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Elections are most important rituals in the temple of democracy.Maoists philosophy
opposes democratic state, what it calls people's war against unjust government,these
intimidation and opposition takes most visual form at time of election.These threats
include
1)public intimidation- physical abuse,social sanctions try to prohibit public
participation in elections,besides inherent threats to electioneering candidates.
2)election infrastructure setup- IEDs in roads,targeting of election officers by naxals
leads to great problems in the form of long walks,adhering to physically and
mentally challenging security protocols
3) to vitiate atmosphere of election they undertook activities disturbing
developmental projects such communication lines,school and other community
structure in compliance with election requirements.
Even though today naxal threat is present in 180 districts,election commission has
overcome many of these difficulties such as
1)Adherence to harsh security protocols- avoiding transportation by vehicles
2)Innovative technological methods- air ambulance via helicopters,use of satellite
phones for communication etc which provide strong psychological reassurances.
3)besides, paying special attention on voters via SVEEP(systematic voter education
and electoral participation).
Nevertheless, much dependence on garrison governance cannot be sustainable in
long run,grievances of tribal people who are main support base eyes and ears of
naxals needs to be politically solved,developmental work needs to be speed
up,proper working of TVC councils,implementation of forest act 2005 and others
which has been poignantly by prof XAXA committee.
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Topic: Investment Models
Q) Twelfth five year plan envisaged that nearly half of infrastructure projects in India
would be funded in PPP mode. However recent evidence suggests falling interests of
private players in many sectors. Comment. Also Suggest alternative mechanisms to fund
infrastructure till the interest in PPP is revived. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Business Standard
Ans:
The PPP projects for infrastructural boost have not showed promising results in 12th
FYP. This is because of reasons pertaining to global, domestic and local factors. Some
of them discussed are viz.
1. Global Slow down after sub-prime crisis 2008.
2. Delay in environmental and other clearances.
3. Government reluctance to modify the contracts
4. Non-compliance of deadlines by private sector.
5. Policy paralysis, allegation of corruptions, increased litigations in courts.
6. Private firms unable to draw capital from overburdened banks, and capital market
thus making them devoid of funding.
This has created a reluctance in investors to participate in PPP projects. In this
scenario, government has taken step to shift from BOT to EPC model where the large
part of project cost is taken by government. Besides this, important source of funding
can be
1.Municipal bonds.
2. Multilateral institutions like New development bank, Asia Infrastructure bank,
World bank, grants from foreign source like JAPAN.
3.FDI
4.Invit, REITs
5.Tax free bonds issued by PSUs.
Timely funding and clearances by government can help India plug its infrastructural
gap which is a pre requisite for India's inclusive economic development and good
governance
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Topic: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation
Q) “Global warming is causing flora and fauna to migrate”. Account for the reasons
behind the phenomenon and its likely impact on humans. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
According to a study Flora and fauna will have to migrate, on average, nearly a
quarter of a mile each year because of global warming.
Reasons for this include:1)Flora and fauna migrate to keep up with the shifting climate belts which is largely
attributed to global warming.
2)Shortage/Abundance of water as a result of droughts/floods as a result of global
warming making the present location unsustainable for them resulting into
migration.Shifting of mangrove forests is testimony to it.
3) Search for adequate food,habitat makes fauna migrate.Migration of polar bears in
search of their prey is an example to this.
4)Additionally deforestation,encroachment by human and increased pollution have
led to destruction in habitat resulting in migration.
Impact of this migration on human includes:1)Plants and animals biomass production will vary along with rate of photosynthesis
going down as a result of global warming will have a direct impact on humans.
2)Global warming will have adverse impact on phtoplanktons,coral reefs and inturn
fishing grounds which will shift impacting nutrition security.
3)With migration of mosquitoes,vector-borne diseases like malaria will shift
northwards which is also pointed out by WHO
4)Agriculture will shift towards poles which will benefit the local population
there.At the same time crop yield in tropical areas will come down adversely
impacting economic,food security
5)Man-animal conflict will increase along with balance in the ecosystem will be
impacted.
All this can have adverse impact on environment,society etc.Therefore curbing the
menace of global warming is the need of the hour for which global support is
needed where every country is contributing their share.
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Topic: Agriculture (related to many subtopics in the syllabus)
Q) India’s farm sector has had good run in the last 10 years in terms of increased crop
production. Examine the reasons and also discuss the future prospects of India’s
agriculture sector. (200 Words)

The Indian Express
Ans:
Indian farm sector has had a relatively good run in the past 10 years with higher
output in oil seeds, cotton, and sugarcane and even staple crops like onion and
potato.
Reasons:
- High global commodity prices due to high crude oil prices
- Increased interest in agri- commodities from global fund managers
- Rising incomes witnessed due to the high growth period ,which led to an increased
demand of agricultural products
- Use of Technological innovations like transgenic crops in cotton and hybrids in
maize
- Export fuelled growth
- Rise in MSP to align with global prices
- Social schemes like MGNREGA which help to check rural migration
Future prospects:
- With plummeting crude oil prices, global agricultural commodity prices will slip
thereby hurting the interest of Indian farmers
- Fiscal prudence will prevent the govt from any further hike in MSP
- Conflicts in WTO regarding Indian agricultural pricing is bound to increase . For
e.g. the recent public stock piling issues, raw sugar subsidy issue
- While the global boom lasted, the issue of agricultural productivity was often
ignored. Public Agricultural research institiutions like ICAR and Agricultural
universities have not significantly contributed to cutting edge technology and
innovations to increase agricultural productivity
The future outllook for Indian farmers looks bleak, unless we focus on improving
agricultural productivity and on establishing a comprehensive rural infrastructure
like broadband connectivity, uninterrupted electricity and irrigation facility.
Schemes like Kisan Vikas Patra, Krishi gram sichayi yojana, NOFN (Digital India) is
a step in the right direction
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Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology; Awareness in the fields of
Space
Q) Discuss why the successful launch of ISRO’s GSLV-Mark III is seen as a milestone event
for India’s space ambitions. Also highlight the features of GSLV-Mark III. (200 Words)

Frontline
Ans:
ISRO after its successful launch of Mangalyan in Mars orbit in September 2014
complimented it with the successful launch of GSLV Mark III in December. With the
safe splash down of its unmanned crew module in the Bay of Bengal it achieved
crowning glory back to back.
• Reasons why GSLV Mark III Launch is remarkable and huge milestone
1. Unlike PSLV the history of GSLV is trouble prone.
2. Making it more challenging is the fact that GSLV Mark III vehicle is more heavier
and more advance than others.
3. The rocket has the ability to put communication satellites as heavy as 4 tonnes
which is 2 times heavy as the ones carried by the carried by the GSLV rockets.
4. Once vehicle is fully operational India can stop relying upon other nations to
launch heavy satellites.
• Highlights of GSLV Mark III
Strategic highlights:
1. GSLV Mark III is a big step forward from India Space organization towards a
manned mission.
2. GSLV Mark III carried a payload CARE (Crew Module atmospheric re-entry
experiment) of approximately 3775 kg which is crucial lead towards manned
missions.
Functional highlights:
1. It gives the ability to launch heavier satellites in the orbit once vehicle is fully
operational with its cryogenic engine.
Newly Acquired Capabilities of ISRO
1. 630 tonnes weighing 43 meters long vehicle with the largest solid motors build by
ISRO highlights the maturity and new capability of ISRO.
2. CARE module's successful re-entry into Atmosphere where it had to sustain high
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temperatures again demonstrates the technological capabilities of this organisation
when it comes to precision.
Year 2014 proved to be a very eventful year with glorying successes. ISRO is ready
to achieve soaring heights with its successful launch of GSLV Mark III vehicle.

Topic: mobilization of resources; Effects of liberalization on the economy
Q) Sometimes the governments rely on public sector undertakings (PSUs) to
mobilize resources. In the light of post economic liberalization that took place in
early nineties and its effect on PSUs in India, analyse if government’s reliance
on PSUs is a right step forward in mobilizing resources. (200 Words)
Business Standard
Ans:
PSU's are used by the govt. in two ways to mobilize resources.
Firstly, it is disinvestment which is a onetime process.
Secondly, surplus funds with PSUs, which can be either used for growth or
investment by the PSUs themselves, or given to the govt. in way of special
dividends.
Effect of govt.'s reliance on PSUs for mobilization of resources:
1. Disinvestment helps in influx of funds, more stakeholder accountability on PSUs,
and can increase their efficiency and management. It can also be used to cut losses in
failing PSUs and increasing the resources for disposal with the govt.
2. Investment by PSUs is also a good option if most of the surplus funds lie parked in
banks. These surpluses can be used by the govt. for social sector programs and
distributing to other much needed ventures.
3. But this can only be a short term measure, as for PSUs to grow, they need their
surplus funds. So, special dividends can be a good tool is the surplus funds lie
unused.
4. Also, such a step can only be a last resort, as otherwise, this method might
succumb to political opportunism and increased interference with the autonomy of
PSUs.
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Thus, even though it is a measure of the last resort, clear cut guidelines on special
dividends can be formulated with the PSUs, and only be resorted to when the
surplus funds lay idle

Topic: Indian economy – employment
Q) Trade unions are required to prevent exploitation of workers, ensure better working
conditions and increase collective bargaining for wages. Do you think the Indian
Information Technology industry needs trade unions? Critically discuss. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
Trade Unions have its roots in the Bolshevik Revolution and is a part of communism.
In India they have continued to play a major role in many areas from heavy to small
scale industries. AITUC, CITU, INTUC are still acting as bridge between employees
and employers.
Indian IT industry has proliferated in the last decade or two and is a tradition of the
western capitalism. With India emerging a global software services hub, there is a
shift in focus towards its growing industry. The concept of bargaining of
communism may not work with the capitalist IT system, where the managements
are less tolerant towards employees unions or groups. Typical factors that go against
trade unions in IT sector are
1. Competitive wages of the IT industry. This enabling the employees to be
contented.
2. Job security of the employees helping employees not to make demands to the
employers.
3. Flexible work culture, good amenities, better career prospects etc making
employees to work hard delivering the results.
4. Attitude of employers is against strict regulations, aiding the employees,
facilitating them with the needs. This harmony between them contributes for
prosperity of both.
Despite the positives there is change in opinion of employees due to long and
irregular work hours, no inflation adjusted wages, exploitation, huge layoffs etc
giving hardships to them. IT industry is the golden goose of Indian Industry and
formation of IT forums, collaboration for development of new guidelines to
Employers based on changed needs of employees will help the industry rather
forming unions based on the old communist lines that may disrupt the existing
setup.
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Topic: issues relating to intellectual property rights.
Q) Recently the Indian Patent Controller rejected one of Gilead’s key patent applications
for the drug Sofosbuvir, used to treat hepatitis C (HCV). This move was welcomed by
activists fighting for access to affordable medicines. Critically examine the issue and its
significance to India’s healthcare sector. (200 Words)

Down to Earth
Ans:
With rejection of Gilead's patent application of critical drug to treat Hepatitis C,
Indian patent controller opened the Pandora box of Compulsory Licensing issue
again. This verdict falls in line with earlier order of Supreme court which rejected the
Novartis drug patent application on the grounds of 'improved efficacy'.
A single crisis in public health can push millions of families into poverty in
developing country like India. With low purchasing power, patients need an access
to drugs with affordable prices. Compulsory licensing is a valid under TRIPS
protocol. With patent rights generic manufacturers can produce drugs with cheaper
costs. This will provide employment and promote medical tourism in India. When
government can spend meagre 0.9% of GDP towards R&D, manufacturers will have
an access to intellectual rights and advance science and technology. With 100% FDI
in Pharma sector, we can have breakthrough in inventing cures for endemic diseases
in India.
When there is no incentive to innovate, original patent holders will be discouraged
to invest. This will put an end to drugs needed for number of new diseases rising in
developing countries. There is still no viable drug available to treat Ebola in African
countries. There is always risk of counterfeit drugs in market. If regulatory
framework fails to check such malpractice, patients may take badly formulated and
inferior quality medicine. Lack of originality in research will result in brain drain.
Indian patent controller may have violated the right of Gilead intellectual rights. But
Compulsory licensing is a necessary evil in order to avoid misuse of monopoly of
intellectual property rights and to protect human right to health.

Topic: Awareness in the fields of robotics
Q) In recent months the use of private drones is on the rise across the world. Some
governments and city administrations are mulling over regulating flying of such
private drones citing security risks. Critically examine what security risks and
challenges these drones pose and how they can be regulated without infringing
rights of individuals. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Ans:
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Drone, also known as unmanned aerial vehicle is a air vehicle without a pilot board
on it. They are controlled by remotes or increasingly, autonomously following a preprogrammed mission. In recent months , use of provate drones have increased in
many nations across the world which is creating some problems as well.There are
these risks and concerns — safety, security, property, and privacy — have sparked
calls for legislation and regulation.
Risks and Concerns are:
1) Drones can cause serious injuries if not operated properly. Last year,a Brooklyn
man was killed when his own drone hit him in the head.
2) Some incidents have been close calls, including a drone in Manhattan falling
hundreds of feet and landing at the feet of pedestrians on the sidewalk below.
A drone landing on private home with a camera.Which creates problems for privacy
and security.
3) There are reports of drones flying close to airports and in the paths of helicopters.
Which is a serious concern for safety of planes.
4) The security of drones themselves is an important safety issue. Drones are
vulnerable to hijacking through tactics like GPS spoofing. It is conceivable that
drones could be hacked or stolen, compromising any data they have collected.
5) Drones raise issues about property rights in airspace that rarely come up for most
landowners.
Drones need to be regulated in view of risks and concerns and some authorities have
already moved to either ban them or regulate them. There are few ways of
regulating them:
1) A height should be fixed and area should be fixed where drones can be flown.
2) An Open area can be used to fly drones.
3) It should stay away from the flying zone of civilian or fighter planes.
4) They should not be allowed to spy, or cameras use should be limited or banned.
5) There should be proper training to fly them, otherwise they may cause serious
injuries.
6) A specific department should be there to first register it, police clearance should
be taken.
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7) Necessarily mention the category, power, flight range, purpose and place of
purchase of their drones.

Topic: Infrastructure – Housing (etc)
Q) Real estate, more than one study has found, is perceived as the most corrupt sector of
the economy. Examine why and suggest ideas that can make this sector more
transparent. (200 Words)

Business Standard
Ans:
Corruption in the real estate sector:
1. Corruption in approvals
Real estate sector requires 50-60 approvals, and a process which should ideally take
3 months, takes 2-4 years. This ensures provision of bribes, and accentuates
corruption and drives up prices.
2. Corruption in land
Land is mired in corruption due to the over inflation of land. Politicians hoard land
and prevent extension of city limits to drive up land prices. Influence also extended
to selection of builders, selling of flats, all that leading to increase in prices and
corruption.
3. Corruption in transactions
Even though home loans have driven down cash component in first buy, reselling of
flats always has a cash component of 20% which is unaccounted for.
Further, there is large scale corruption in building, where builders are known to
underreport selling price and over report building prices.
Reforms:
1. Regulation
The model real estate regulation bill is a good start and should be implemented.
Regulation of builders is a much needed necessity, and should help prevent flouting
of norms, and help buyers make better decisions.
2. The recent land acquisition act can also help in driving down land prices and
remove shoddy dealing in land.
3. Eliminating cash transactions, esp. in reselling is extremely important.
4. Bringing in big builders which can ensure quality and fair prices.
5. Developing satellite cities and small towns so that the stress of housing does not
fall upon major cities alone and drives down prices.
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6. Better connectivity of satellite towns.

Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology
Q) “India has not produced any Nobel Prize winner in science in the last 85 years —
largely because of the lack of a scientific environment in the country.” Do you agree with
this assessment? Justify. (200 Words)

The Hindu
Ans:
Since Independence, we have accelerated our efforts in inculcating scientific temper
by establishing higher learning institutions, research laboratories and technical
training colleges. We have major achievements to show the world that India is still
not mystic country. But our best is yet to come as we haven't produced Nobel Prize
winner for decades.
There are multiple factors involved in the lag of development of scientific research.
1) Quality of learning: Scientific temper starts with a crawling child whose mind is
no less curious than Nobel winner. We crush baby's inquisitiveness by thrusting
superstitions and false fears in his mind. And then rote learning, traditional 'Chalk
and Talk' method in educational institutions and want of research opportunities
makes student a hallow person.
2) Lack of R&D facilities: India has only 140 researcher per million population
compared to 1,400 in USA. Our research is plagued with plagiarism, frivolous
patents and publications. Our best students are migrating to foreign universities for
better opportunities.
3) Lack of courage: Our scientists still wait for auspicious time based on astrology to
open institution or start work. They are afraid of being victimized speaking against
religious beliefs and government unscientific acts. Sycophancy and politics within
work are considered to best ways to promote themselves in hierarchy.
4) Faulty promotion policies: We have well developed IT and Pharma industries. But
they are known only for generic medicines produced via reverse engineering and
support based services. They haven't produced path-breaking drugs or products
which would offer solution to our domestic problems. Our farmers are still
importing hybrid seeds, fertilizers thus putting huge burden on our exchequer.
May be we had great scientific achievements in the past like Organic transplantation,
jet planes, radar etc. But that should not make us complacent and make us walk
forward looking back. We should be proud of great past and inspired to innovate
and think impossible.
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